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Podcasts & Informational QR
QR Codes
1994 - Denso-Wave.











Has the QR code system of the Alborania 
Museum been satisfactory?
Methodology
Contribution Analysis (Mayne, 2008)
Define Causes through Effects
Causality defined by:
Reasoned Theory of Change
Activities already implemented











































Time of the visit 30-45 min 45-60 min
Question’s type <10% ~30%
Satisfaction  (Questionnaires) 3.2 (sd 0.4) 4.1 (sd 0.8)
Casual questions 17% 35%
Request of Internet 65% 70%
Conclussions
The methodology is appropriate to the 
context.
QR usefulness to inform.
Environmental sustainability.
Thank you.
pablo.franco@uma.es
